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roB 605 and the Lancaster Bath-Houses by D.C.A. Shotter

The Lancaster Bath-House inscription was fO'lUldin 1812 t'in the

garden of Nr }1illis at the top of Bridge l.e.ne"(W.T. Watkin, Roman
Lancashire, p.17.3). It was about six feet from the surfe.ce in two

pieces and with its top left-hand corner broken off. Whitaker (History

of Eichmondshire ii, 214) wrote: "At the same time when it was
discovered, remains of the bath to which it refers ",ere alao taken up.

It a.prea1s to have been a cold bath, as there were 110 appeara.nces of a

hypocaustll•

The stone, a very fine one, decoratf!d with two dolphins on its

right-hand si.de, is now to be seen in the Museum at Ribchester, on loan
from St. John's College, Cambridge, where it formed part of the Whitaker
collection. Translated it reads: liOnAugust 22nd :in the year when

Censor and Lepidus were consuls, both for the second time; this dedication
was Bade on ecccunt of tte restoration froffiground level of the Bath
House nnc Besilica which had collapsed through old age; it vas do~e for

tl:e T'1e~. of t~1e Ala Seboeia.::a.,under Octavius Sabinus, of senatorial rank,

our governor, ar.d under the charge of Flavius Ammausius, Prefect of

Cavalryll.
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The inscription carries with it a number of problems; first,
there are deliberate erasures in the first and fifth lines; secondlJr,

the designation of the year in question by the names of the
incumbent consuls (line ~), which is usually a sound guide to date,

is here less helpful as the two names in question do not appear on

the consular lists. Thirdly, what was the Basilica referred to in

line 37 ;'ou:cthly,why was a buildine as basically essential as a
Bath-House in a state of obviously fundamental disrepair? And fifth,

in the light of discoveries in 1973 on the Mitre Yard and Vicarage
Field sites, which Bath-House is being referred to? '

The first two problems should be taken together; erasure of a

name from an inscription is a common sign of subsequent disfavour 

either of an emperor or a subject - indicating usually the passing

of a decree of DAMNATIO MEMORIAE (an official state of 'not having

existed' - a custom still practised in some parts of the world). In

this case, there are two erasures, and oneaf the erased words is

evidently adjectival, being attached originally as a term of honour to

the title of the Ala Sebosiana; in view of this, we may be certain
that the name is that of an emperor.

The solution to this problem w("s proposed some years ago bytTofessor Eric Rirley (CW2 XXXVI (1936), p.5); since the consuls' names

do not appear on any official list, it ia probable that they were part

of a rebel organisation. The obvious candidate for such an organisation

is the 3rd century breakaway movement, the Imperium Galliarum, or
Independent Empire of the Gauls (A.D. 259-274, and comprising the 'emperors'

Postumus, Victorinus and the Tetriei). This movement will clearly not

have accepted the central government's consuls. There is a gap in the

list of mown consuls of the Igmeriym Ga1,l1mpp covering the years 262

to 266; it is likely therefore that the consulates ofCensor and ~pidus
should be placed there; j.n vhich case the erased imperial name will be

that of Postumus. Since both are named as consuls for the second time,

it would probably be appropriate to place their second consulates nearer

to 266. This then gives a reasonably secure date of 266 or a little

earlier for the inscription. (The two consuls are also recorded at

~~inz (Corpus InscriPtiO~um Latjparum XIII.6779) and at Bann (L'AnneeEpigrnphique 1930, no.'5 .)

The question of the Basilica that is mentioned is also difficult;

two types of Basilica immediately suggest themselves. It was the name

applied to the official building or Town-Hall that occupied one side

of the Forum of many Romano-British towns. As a yicus, however, Lancaster

will not have merited one of these. The second type is a speciallydesigned extension to the headquarters' building (Principia) of a fort

- a cavalry drill-hall, called Basilica Eguestris Exercitatoria. These
are known from excavation and inscriptions to have existed at a number

of sites (including Ribchester), and since the fort at Lancaster housed

a cavalry regiment, it will have been perfectly appropriate for there
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to have been one there. Thesame combination of reconstructions is

recorded at Lanchester (Co. Durham) in the period 2)8-244 A.D. (IlBalneum

cum basilica a solo instruxitn 1.l!!2 H~l)" and Richmond (nomaD
Archaeology and Art, p.)l) connects it with '~ork of consolidation,
designed to Give stability to the new deal and contentment to the

troops who operated itll• Richmond goes on to show that this work is

"represented far and wide over the northern districtsll• In this

connection, he mentions buildin~ nnd re-building at Chester-le-Street(A.D.216 - RIB 1049), Chesters (A.D. 221 - B1!! 1465 nnd 14(7),

Netherby (A.D. 222 - RIB 978), ~)outh Shields (A.D. 22) - ~ l~O),
Chesterholm (A.D. 224- HIB 1706), Greatchesters (A.D. 225 - RIB 1738).

Thesp dates are all close, as might be expected; refurbishing of

the installations on or near the northern frontier 'WaS in the early
third century the first priority. To them we might add the Lanchester

and lancaster refurbishings - later, but part of the same 3rd century
refurbishing. How much exactness we should attach to the formula

"vetustate conlabsurn" ("collapsed through old agell) is a doubtful

question; the formula is so widely used that we can hardly ascribe so

many cases to neglectful collapse. It might of course signify a
major refit of these particular buildings; alternatively "vetustate

conlabsum" would provide, as it clearly does in the frontier zone, a

convenient euphemism for the effects of ene~ action. It should be

said that there is at present no archaeological evidence for destruction

at Lancaster in the mid-third century.

A third alternative is that the words mean what they say; for

buildings as basic as an equestrian Basilica and a Bath-House to be in

a state of collapse could indicate either inctividual structural collapse

(not convincing in the casp of buildings on completely different parts

of the site), or neglect of the site as a 'Whole - that is, resulting
from temporary ctemilitarisation.

Demilitarisation of sites was not all that uncommon, particularly

when a great 8nphasis was being placed on the northern frontier, as it

had to be in the early years of the 3rd century. The manpower required

for the reme.nning of Hadrian's Wall and the Severan campaigns in Northern
Scotland must have had implications for garrisons elsewhere in the north.

It should be said that the chronological sequence at Lancaster is not

yet archaeologically secure, nor haathe pottery as yet been sufficiently
closely studied to provide concrete evidence for this supposition. If

however it were accepted then we could ascribe the commencement of the

garrison duty at Lancaster of the Ala Sebosiana to the mid-third century •
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The excavations of 1°73 have aeded a fUl~her problem - to which

Bath-House does the inscription refer? Excavations at the north end

of the }atre Yarn and on the a~joining site in Allotment Field have

produced evidence of heated rooms. The terminal date far these
structures is about A.D.J30, at ~1ich time the late defensive

structures, the Wery Wall and its ditch, were built respectively over

and through the earlier rooms. The destruction material in the

underfloor level tended to confirm that picture - 3rd century pottery

and a snaIl coin hoard (Contrebis 1,2, p.9) in which thelatcst dated

coin was A.D.293. As yet there is no clear indication as to when the

building was constructed.

It was, however, clearly modified on a number of occasions during

its lifetime; the main heated room was supplemented with a further

heated room, (probably a plunge bath) which butted on to the earlier
structure. This second room in its turn had a rather crudely-executed

wall driven through it. At the same ti.me, to the south-west of the
'main' room was evidence of further rather crude heated rooms. Further,

the floor supports (or pilae) in the main room itself showed signs of

having been supplemented and repaired, and some of the wall ducts had
been deliberately blocked. Some time has presumably to be allowed for

these alterations. More significant a question still - what was the
status of these structures?

It was not unnaturally assumed to be a Bath-House, and in all

likelihood the !~ath-House referred to in nIB 605. However, the recent

discover)' of another heated room in the ~outh-eastern quarter of the

~!itre Yard site by Bridge 1&1e and therefore clrse to the find-spot of

B!§ h05 has brought renewed importance and interest to the question.

Is the building discovered earlier the Bath-House, or is it ~ Bath-House

which was part of another building?

It should be remembered that although in his 1950 excavation

(reported in T H' t S f a

Cheshire CV (1953 , pp. liff , Sir !an Richmond diagnosed the 'main'
heated room, of which he discovered one wall, as a hollow rectangular

bastion attached to the Wery Wall, in his later work in 1952 (reported

brieny in Journal of Roman Studies.'XLIX (1959), p.l06) he discovered
other elements of what is clearly part of the same building which he

caUed the Praetoriwn (or Fort Conunander's House) belonging to the 3rd

celltury fort. At the end of the 1973 'Work, the flagging of a court

yard 'Was beg-irming to apf*'ar. Thus the likely configuration is that
of a building consisting of rooms ranged around a courtyard and

approximately 150 feet by 60 feet oyeral1. The building was (in part

at least) decorated with painted plaster which had been subject to

at least one, and po~sibly two, redecorations. This tends to suggest
that it was a building of some importance, and coupled with the

evidence of re-building operations, in use for a considerable period •
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The 197.3 excavations revealed a furnace area and heated rooms, and

it is evident from fuchmond's unpublished notes that he found a

similar arrangemer.t at the opposite end of the builninp,.

It must be admitted that at pr€'sent there is no evidence that

points conclusively to this building ha ing been exclusively a Bath

House; if it was not, then it may well have been a Bath-suite

belonging to another building. A P~aetorium would be a reasonable

guess for a building sufficiently important to have been equipped

with its awn bath-suite and reasonably decorous wall-plaster. The
possibility also remains, however, that the structures recovered

in 197.3 belong to a bath-suite that is part of another type of build

ing; a Mansio (Hotel) would be consistent. The l:kinsiowas usually

a large courtyard building surrounded by rooms, with a bath-suite
attached - an excavated example may be viewed at VIKDOLANDA.

In the latter case, the building would of course belong to the

vicus; whereas if the building is a Praetorium as originally postulated
by Richmond then it would of course be located inside the fort, and

we would have to recognise that in that case elements of the fort,

including its north defences, have been eroded. It is worth noting
that both Richmond's and the 197.3 excavations have revealed evidence

of earlier timber structures underlyinr, this one.

It is to be hoped that future excavation will determine positively

the nature of this building, but for the moment it looks less likely

that it has any connection with the Bat~House referred to in ~ 605.
From the point of view of location, it is now much more probable

that the Bath-House just outside the fort's East Gate, parts of which

were briefly glimpsed in October 197.3 during construction work on the

}atre Yard site, should be related to ~ 605. This structure too was
part of the under-floor area of a heated room. One wall still stood

to a height of about six feet and remains of a number of tile pilae

were found, one of which, containing about 20 tiles, still supported

slabs which provided the base for the floor itself. }~st interesting

of all was the fact that between two of these tile pilae was a much
cruder ~ of rough stone slabs cemented together which was evidently

doing duty as an auxiliary floor support. Might this be evidence to

tie up with the rebuilding of the Bath-House mentioned in the inscrip

tion? One must however bear in mind the caution that oontorting

structures revealed by excavation to fit a known chronological sequence
is n dnr~erous practice. Amongst the debris associated with this

building were pieces of painted wall-plaster and sections of large

flue tiles, each having dimenslons of ~ inches square, 5 inches tall

and l~ inches thick (unlike the normal tubulum or box-tiles found both
on the Vicarage Field site and in abundance in scatter over the }litre

Yard area). From nearby came a large uninscribed altar and the base

of a column, the latter suggesting that the building was not unimposing.
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It should also be recorded that a little to the west of this
was seen the remains of two adjacent brick 'pillars, vhich evidently
formed an opening, and remains of a very large slab (presumably a
lintel). The position of this relative to the underfloor remains
mentioned above would suggest it as part of an underfloor duct
rather than an entrance at ground level.

As for dating, evidence vas sparse in the extreme, though one
small sherd of colour-coated ware (2nd century A.D.) was located
amongst the foundation cobbles of the heated room.

It is understood that this part of the Nitre Yard site is in
the devel opment plan scheduled for landscaping rather than building,
and it is to be hoped that it maybe possible to mount an excavation
in advance of that work being done - perhaps in about two years'
time.

Wehave then an inscription whose find-spot is secure and whose
date is not muchless so. Wehave a context in which the rebuilding
to which it refers Day' have taken place; and finally, thanks to the
indulgence of the site developers, it is now possible to give a firm
location for the site of the Bath-House, and to describe at least in
part signs of the repairs to which the inscription mayrefer •
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